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Introduction
Welcome to the eighth edition of DTP Exchange
– a thought leadership and research initiative which
we believe brings value and fresh thinking to the
sector. Based on one-to-one interviews with housing
association chief executives carried out by DTP Director
Sam McGrady, it seeks to focus on some of the
‘hot topics’ in the housing sector right now, finding
out what Registered Providers (RPs) think and how
they are responding.
We begin with a
high-level look
at the current
external operating
environment, in
particular Covid,
Brexit, key political
and economic issues
and related impacts,
to understand where
providers are being affected by these issues.
We follow on from this with a brief look
at care and support in housing, including
housing for older people. A year on from
the publication of the Social Housing
White Paper, we ask what our panel are
doing differently in terms of customer
voice, and we finish off with an overview
of where providers are at on their net zero
carbon journey.

We are also pleased to include an expert
piece from Chris Munday, who has
recently joined DTP as an associate
Senior Consultant and who has a lifetime’s
experience and deep knowledge of care
and support in housing. We hope you enjoy
reading his thoughts and insights.
DTP Exchange is not funded or sponsored
by anyone apart from DTP – it is a genuine,
independent piece of qualitative research
and commentary which seeks to share
thinking and opinion across the sector. We
would be delighted to hear from you, both
in terms of feedback on this report, and
suggestions for future discussion topics.
We would like to thank wholeheartedly our
panel who have given freely of their time to
contribute to this report; please see page 11
for a full list of contributors.
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External operating environment
We had a high-level discussion with our panel members about the current
operating environment and how a number of issues are impacting their
organisations. We have set these out under some broad headings below.

Political environment
We have recently seen a new Secretary of
State and a renaming of the department
which includes housing, ostensibly with a focus
on ‘levelling up’. There is a lot of scepticism
amongst our panel as to what, if anything, will
change apart from, as one chief executive put
it, the names on the doors in Whitehall. The
concept of levelling up must surely involve
housing, our chief executives said, yet there
is little mention of it (and almost none in the
recent budget) and a real lack of joining up
across sectors.
One of our contributors had applied for
‘levelling up’ funding for a major regeneration
scheme and was very enthusiastic about
what it would mean and deliver if successful.
However, even she wondered whether all
levelling up would really be is a bit of money
splashed across a few northern towns to retain
‘blue wall’ votes. This view is typical of many
that we interviewed.

Covid
At the time of our interviews and writing, no
new national restrictions relating to Covid had
been introduced. However, there was a sense
from most we spoke to that Covid is still very
much with us, and several reported taking
their own precautions to reduce the spread,
especially in supported housing schemes and
those for older people. Many are worried
about the coming winter, the impact Covid
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and flu will have on staff absences and service
delivery, and whether some restrictions will
return and how to manage those.

programmes in place, and additional checks on
residents. This is costly and commissioners are
generally not paying extra for this.

Most providers reported services being fully
operational with very few limitations at
present. The majority have seen no impact
on key operational indicators such as rent
arrears and voids this year, and most (but
not all) have cleared any day-to-day repairs
backlogs, although many planned programmes
are still running behind and are being
adversely impacted by supply chain issues
(see next section). Several also reported a
significant increase in repairs being reported
now compared with pre-Covid (10-30%
more), unrelated to backlogs. Linked to this,
satisfaction with repairs is also reducing across
the board (see next column).

One indicator almost all providers report is a
dip in is customer satisfaction. This is seen to
be related to Covid, with expectations having
been raised (e.g. next day delivery from many
companies during lockdowns, which customers
have got used to and expect now across the
board), tolerance levels reduced (customers
failing to understand why landlords are shortstaffed or cannot obtain component parts),
and a general low level of morale related
to ongoing illness, economic impacts and
perhaps a sense of further foreboding as we
move into winter. In many instances this is also
resulting in some very challenging behaviour
from customers towards staff. There are a
small number of providers bucking this trend,
showing good levels of satisfaction – these tend
to be smaller, community-based providers who
can provide a more personalised service and
are generally perceived to be closer to their
customers.

While development sites are all up and
running again, for most organisations there are
ongoing delays (often related to local authority
involvement such as delays in planning, along
with component supplies and slower progress
due to safer ways of working) and targets will
not be hit. This has a double whammy impact
on budgets and business plans – less rental
income, and less capital income from property
sales. It is likely this will adversely affect many
providers’ operating margins this financial year.
The exception to ‘getting back to normal’ is
amongst supported housing, where many are
still restricting visitors, have extra cleaning

While all our panel are striving to hold onto
the positives which emerged during the
pandemic, such as more joint working and
community focus, some are concerned that
expectations have been raised around the
support services put in place on a temporary
basis (such as foodbanks), and that tenants
simply expect these to continue indefinitely.
For many these are a significant drain on staff

resources now that all other services are up
and running, and some are considering how
they now step back from additional provisions.
In other organisations, a bigger focus is now
being placed on initiatives aimed at supporting
and protecting tenants from the worst of the
economic outcomes, putting more investment
into employment and training initiatives,
financial and digital inclusion and partnership
working in these areas.
As we reported in our last Exchange, everyone
is now operating a hybrid approach to flexible/
agile working. There are various models being
utilised, but all report these being successful
and popular. One organisation had surveyed
tenants and 94%, of the high number that
responded, were in favour of them not
re-opening offices but deploying resources in
a more agile way and using savings to plough
into homes and services. Most organisations,
while they have retained a head office, no
longer have fixed desks for individuals or
teams, and ‘hot desking’ is very much in
vogue (usually with a booking system). Staff
are encouraged to use office and other space
(such as scheme communal areas) for meetings
and collaborative working. The new ways of
working have also prompted revised Business
Continuity Plans, the focus previously having
largely been around ‘what if we can’t get into
the office’ – clearly the way we work now
means a different approach is needed.
Staff wellbeing continues to be a priority;
the speed with which staff have learnt to be
flexible and agile is welcomed, but alongside
this there is a danger that people feel out of
control and that things will never settle down.
Mental health issues continue to be a concern,
with many reporting their employees as being
‘burnt out’.
Investment in new technology and digital
platforms to enable and improve agile working
continues in many organisations; as we have
reported previously, many report Covid having
enabled this to be done significantly more
quickly than was previously planned.

Supply chain and
labour shortages
Materials and component shortages are having
significant impacts for many providers, on both
repairs and development. The shortages are
often accompanied by cost increases, which
we heard contractors and suppliers are seeking
to pass onto landlords even when they are
bound by fixed price contracts. One provider
is building in a 20% increase in material
costs to next year’s budget; most are building
something less but nevertheless significant.
Another has redeployed a member of staff
to work full time on sourcing materials for
repairs. The delay in accessing materials is
also having an adverse impact; one panellist
reported waiting up to eight weeks for some

components. Costs of deploying additional
staff to call centres and to deal with repairs
were unforeseen costs for many, along with fuel
price increases.
Many, though not all, are also experiencing
staff and operative shortages. This is a mixed
picture – in some areas it manifests mainly
in vacancies being more difficult and taking
longer to fill; in others there are outright
shortages (due to a range of factors including
Covid, other illness, higher wages being offered
by the private sector, and virtual working
enabling some staff to take up roles in SouthEast based organisations where pay is higher).
While only a handful are experiencing real
labour shortages now, many more are alive
to it and expecting it to affect them soon. In
particular, it was felt that many operatives
value the overall remuneration ‘package’
less than hard cash, and as a result are easily
tempted to move to private firms for more
money. Clearly this is an issue for those with
in-house repairs teams; however, those who
contract out their repairs are also experiencing
real issues around resources, with workforce
sickness and absence all impacting service
delivery, and some are seeing contractors go
into liquidation or pulling out of contracts
(including development contracts) they feel
they can no longer fulfil.
Several providers reported increasing difficulty
in retaining good quality staff in a range
of disciplines (development, IT, finance),
including at a senior level. Some of this is put
down to people making ‘lifestyle choices’ as
a result of Covid - to retire early or take an
easier or part time role. We also heard some
frustrations from those with a lot of staff absent
with Covid, or self-isolating, who had not been
vaccinated through choice; one organisation
is taking legal advice on stopping sick pay for
such individuals, as they feel that the impact on
other employees and service delivery is unfair
and unnecessary.

CPI, costs and rents

Just before our interviews commenced,
the September CPI figure (which informs
April 2022 rent increases for the sector)
was announced as 3.1%. While there was
a collective sigh of relief that it was not the
4% or higher which had been forecast, this
is nevertheless causing a degree of angst
and concern across many providers, as to
implement the full permitted rent increase
of CPI + 1% would mean a hike of over 4%
in rents for tenants, at the same time as fuel,
food and utility costs rise, National Insurance
contributions go up, and the Universal Credit
top up is stopped. Many described this as ‘a
perfect storm’ for tenants. It will undoubtedly
present boards with a difficult decision to
make, not least as it is highly likely that the
next rent settlement from government will be
far less generous, and the upcoming demands

on providers around building safety, net zero
carbon and delivering more homes require
cash many simply don’t have. Therefore to
turn down a reasonable hike in rental income
at such a time would seem uncommercial.
However, providers have a social purpose, and
many are very mindful of that ‘perfect storm’,
along with affordability and fuel poverty issues.
At the time of our interviews, it was too soon
for most to say which way their organisations
would go on this, with most anticipating
board discussion and decision-making in
November/December, but we nevertheless
got a sense that most would be taking the full
permitted increase, albeit often with some
misgivings. There was a strong sense that any
rent increases needed to be very clearly and
transparently communicated to tenants, so that
they understood why they were being applied
and what the ultimate benefits would be. Some
are hoping to counter a degree of the impact
of an increase by increasing hardship funds
and putting more resources into financial
inclusion services.
Around a quarter of participants were strongly
focused on affordability of rents being the
starting point for the decision; quite detailed
modelling has been undertaken by some
organisations and this will be used to target
rent increases (of varying amounts) depending
on current rent levels and affordability.
The point was made quite vociferously that
CPI+1% is the maximum permitted, and just
because the sector can apply the full increase
doesn’t mean it should. Some which have stock
which transferred from council have rents
which are not yet at target and are very low;
these organisations feel they can justify the full
increase.
Linked to increasing rents, we also heard from
some chief executives that they are in a similar
dilemma around staff salary increases (cost of
living awards). Many have only budgeted for
c2%, yet with inflation likely to be running
at 4-5% by April 2022, this presents another
difficult decision for employers. Some are
looking at a nuanced approach with lower
paid staff receiving a larger increase than those
who are more senior and well paid. Some have
modelled that even with a 3% increase, many
lower paid staff will still be worse off due to the
increases in National Insurance and pension
contributions coming in next year.
Utilities cost increases were mentioned by
several providers who have a lot of schemetype accommodation. Some reported being
in a fortunate position of having fixed prices
in place until 2022 or later. One told us that
a sheltered scheme gas costs have increased
from £27k p.a. to £107k p.a. – and that was
after significant negotiations with the utility
company. The provider cannot absorb such a
large increase, and so it will at least in part have
to be passed onto tenants.
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Care and
support update
Only a minority of the organisations
represented by our panel have supported
housing in their portfolios. Those that do
cover a wide range of services, including
learning and physical disabilities, homeless
provision, domestic violence provision,
dementia care and care leavers. The vast
majority do not provide support services
themselves but work with partners. Many
support and care providers are experiencing
staffing shortages (c15%). Brexit has been a
key driver for some of this, with European
Union staff returning to their home
countries either from choice (they now feel
unwelcome here) or enforcement of the
new immigration rules. We also heard of
rising costs including materials (PPE) and
wage inflation, adding to what is already a
difficult model to stack up financially. The
organisations we spoke to all reported good
relationships with partners, many having
‘overhauled’ their partnership arrangements
in recent years (sometimes in response to a
‘bad experience’) to ensure risks are properly
understood managed, and that each is very
clear on their responsibilities. They also said
they put significant energy and focus into
managing those partnerships, as part of a
risk-based approach.
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Those who do provide supported housing
are all committed to it and see it as part of
their DNA, but are frustrated around the
lack of a national long-term strategy for
care and support – what support should
look like, how it should be funded, and
effective joining up with other key services
such as health and adult social care.
This makes it difficult for some to decide
whether to invest in additional provision.
Some who are developing intend to allocate
5-10% of their programmes to supported
housing and see it as a growth area; others
are less sure. Several contributors cited the
rent regulations around supported housing
being a major blockage which needs
addressing if more ‘traditional’ providers
(as opposed to lease-based) are to increase
provision. Proposals for greater investment
in Disabled Facilities Grant is welcomed, as
are those around the health and social care
levy, but more detail is needed as to how
this will be invested in adult social care and
supported housing.
Most of our panel have housing for older
people, and several have undertaken
reviews recently of their provision, resulting
in a range of responses from remodelling,
repurposing, and rebuilding to divestment.

The focus during Covid on social isolation,
loneliness and mental health amongst older
people has prompted some providers to put
in additional services in these areas, either
themselves or with partners.
While some organisations are committed
to developing more extra care schemes,
we heard from others that they are not
intending to do, or are rethinking their plans,
mainly due to the model being financially
unviable, but also in some cases a perception
that it may not be a ‘fit for the future’ model,
or uncertainty about where this particular
market will go. One area where several
providers reported growth is in mental
health provision; in many cases this seems
to have emerged from partnership working
during Covid.
We gained a sense from our interviews
overall that there is something of a
move amongst mainstream providers to
re-evaluate their involvement in supported
housing, possibly in the light of the shocking
reports of the poor standards of care and
support amongst some of the lease-based
providers which have sprung up to fill the
gap in provision. If so, this is seen to be a
real positive, and linked to many providers
re-engaging with their social purpose.

Customer voice – Social Housing White
Paper (SHWP) one year on
The relationship between landlords and
tenants is the main theme of the SHWP and
is clearly being taken very seriously by all in
our panel. In Scotland, this is ‘old hat’, as
tenants have long been front and centre of
social housing and regulation, with a very
strong customer voice. Everyone (in England)
we interviewed has made changes to their
approach to the customer voice in the last
year. We have set these out in some broad
categories below:

Complaints
There is an increased focus across the board
on complaints. Many have reviewed their
complaints processes to bring them in line
with Housing Ombudsman Service (HOS)
requirements in the Complaints Handling
Code. Some now have dedicated staff, or
at least increased staff resources, to handle
complaints and capture learning, trends
etc., and are training staff on complaints
handling with a focus on attitude, behaviour
and taking ownership of complaints. One
chief executive told us that they don’t wait
for formal complaints to arrive, they seek
out comments and reviews about their
organisation on social media and address
any dissatisfaction head on. Many have
increased their reporting on complaints to
relevant committees and boards, with a focus
on learning from complaints (both their own
complaints but also HOS cases and reports).
The Regulator of Social Housing (RSH)’s
annual review of consumer regulation cases
is also seen as a useful document in this
regard. One chief executive told us that they
have changed their approach to learning on
repairs issues, through monitoring properties
which report more than ten repairs in a 12
month period, and flagging up where the
same trade has been called to a property
more than once in a three month period.
This is helping to identify trends and
anything which may be systemic. Several
chief executives reported an increase in
complaints, partly as a result of making
it easier to complain and promoting how
to do so, but also following on from the
recent media coverage of damp and mould
problems (and the corresponding HOS
report on the same). No win, no fee solicitors
are encouraging this in some regions
resulting in more disrepair claims.

Review of customer
engagement strategies
and frameworks
Many organisations have taken the
opportunities provided by Covid,
and the need to engage with customers
differently and to use digital and virtual
platforms, to review their engagement
approaches. Everyone has in place a wide
range of options for customers to engage,
provide feedback, mystery shop and get
involved in panels, scrutiny groups and,
in some cases, governance structures.
Many reported much increased
engagement during Covid and are
seeking to retain and build on this going
forward. Tenant scrutiny remains popular
and is seen as very useful. Those smaller
providers on our panel reported very
strong levels of engagement with
customers, their size making this easier.
Others had a strong focus on equality,
diversity and inclusion, and two have
set up Youth Boards, to try to bring
more young voices into the organisation.

Customer committees
Many providers have either established
these already or are in the process
of doing so. Some are integral parts
of the governance framework; others
are linked to boards but are not formally
constituted committees. There is a range
of approaches in place, from those with
100% customer membership, to other more
blended models comprising both customers
and board members. Where a customer
committee is a formal entity within the
governance structure, generally members
are remunerated as other committee
members are. All have a direct link to
boards, ranging from committee members
also being board members, to annual
joint meetings, joint bus tours around
sites and regular reporting in from
committees to boards. We heard from
several interviewees that their boards
are very keen to hear ‘real life’ stories
about tenants, and some are now
producing case studies and even videos
about tenants to bring the customer
voice to boardrooms.

Board membership
Unsurprisingly, our panel is divided on the
topic of customers being board members.
While there is universal acceptance that if
a person with the right skill set is recruited
to be a board member, and they also
happen to be a customer, that would be
a good thing, equally many are strongly
against holding places on boards for
customers on a representative basis. The
word ‘tokenistic’ was used several times,
and there is a fundamental view amongst
some that it is simply the wrong thing to
do for the customer, as it would make them
feel uncomfortable and be unfair to them.
Pitched against that are those who have
had customers on their boards for many
years, and believe it is a very effective way
for board to hear the customer voice. One
organisation told us they are planning to
bring a customer onto their board where
they have not had one before. Another has
appointed a Customer Voice Champion to
the board, an independent paid role; the
postholder has councillor experience and
works as a volunteer with the landlord’s
tenants. A further provider has launched a
trainee non-executive programme specifically
aimed at people with lived experience of
social housing and its tenants.

Joint regional customer panels
In both London and Greater Manchester this
is something which appears to be gathering
pace. Greater Manchester Housing Providers
are coming together to form a cross-landlord
Tenant Voice; in London, Black Asian and
Minority Ethnic (BAME) providers have
established a joint BAME tenant voice panel.

Customer insight and data
Several providers reported increasing
and improving their collection and use of
customer insight data. This is often about
bringing approaches from other sectors, such
as retail and banking, into housing, and using
the insight to design tailored interventions,
more bespoke service delivery and even
ceasing to do certain things. Behavioural
insight is also increasingly being used. The
use of CRMs is enabling ‘one view of the
customer’ which is also helpful in improving
customer experience.
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Net zero carbon
This was a very topical discussion for our panel, given the timing of COP26
and the growing importance of the issue within our sector. There is a lot of
similarity in where organisations are at on their decarbonisation journey, and
interestingly everyone we spoke to is looking to be a ‘follower’ – no-one wants
to be the trail blazer in this arena. While this is a sensible approach to risk
management, clearly someone will have to be first. We did hear, however,
some very promising reports of joint working, and good progress towards
EPC Level C targets. We have summarised the key activities under way on the
sector’s journey to net zero carbon.
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Strategic approach
Most providers now have in place a
decarbonisation or sustainability strategy.
Some of these have been developed using
external expertise, others have the necessary
knowledge and skills in-house. They are
invariably accompanied by action plans,
which boards are monitoring usually on an
annual basis. There are clear linkages between
these strategies and corporate plans, asset
management approaches and development
of new homes. One chief executive reported
appointing a new board member who is an
environment expert, to bring expertise at a
governance level. For all boards, there are
important strategic choices they are having to
grapple with, as each pound can only be spent
once and there are many and varied calls on
those pounds, decarbonisation being only one.

EPC C
This is the ‘known’ target and the one all our
panellists are working towards. We heard
varying reports on the current state of play,
with some having very high numbers of
properties at or near Level C, while others
still have a long way to go with older stock
and non-traditional construction, as well
as off-grid properties. Almost everyone will
have some residual ‘tricky’ properties, where
it is likely that options such as regeneration,
disposal or some form of exemption will be
needed. Offsetting is a permitted option,
but is not one that many wish to embrace.
Everyone we spoke to seems to be confident
that this target is achievable within existing
resources. Interestingly, one provider told us
that their modelling shows that EPC Level
C only means a 10% reduction in omissions;
Level B means 75%. But there is a much
bigger cost in achieving level B, of course. The
current labour and materials shortage being
experienced across the sector will potentially
impact on the achievement of EPC targets,
which is a concern for many.

Fabric-first/no regret approach
This approach is being taken by all the
providers in our group. There is a strong
focus on insulation, including windows and
doors. Some are undertaking full retrofitting
now on empty properties; others are
approaching it on a planned programme
basis. Generally a high level of satisfaction
is reported from tenants whose homes have
undergone insulation work, and it is also
helping to reduce fuel poverty and promote
affordable warmth.

contributors who installed their first air source
heat pumps as much as 10 years ago and do
not see this as new technology. Aside from
cost, the key issues here are that these systems
require a different approach to the heating
of a home, as the heat is constantly running
and cannot be switched on and off like a
traditional gas system. They also require fully
insulated and well-ventilated properties. A
lot of focus is being placed on consulting and
communicating with tenants, and using pilots
to fully gauge actual experience of living with
and using different forms of heating.
The issue of hydrogen was raised by some,
it being a considerably cheaper option
than air and ground source heat pumps,
although at the moment it is clearly not a
viable option as most of it is produced using
fossil fuels. Many are taking a watching brief
approach to this, and other technological
advances, so that money is not spent now
on systems and components which either
then must be removed later as new, better
technology emerges, or where the costs reduce
significantly in coming years. One chief
executive told us that their intelligence suggests
the cost of air source heat pumps will reduce
by as much as 80% by 2030.

Development of new homes
The majority of those we interviewed are
developing new homes to EPC Level A
standard so as to avoid any future retrofitting;
the Passivhaus approach is popular although
finding the right development partners,
materials etc. often proves a challenge. Where
homes have been built to this standard, huge
health benefits have been reported for tenants,
including major positive impacts on asthma
and eczema. We were told that many local
authorities are introducing ‘green’ criteria into
their planning approval systems.

Net zero carbon businesses
Many within our panel are working now to
make the way they do business, zero carbon.
This includes retrofitting of offices, moving
to hybrid and electric fleet, minimising
travel (through agile and home working) and
making communal spaces in housing schemes
zero carbon. Some reported taking a wider
approach to environmental protection and
sustainability generally, not just focused on
properties but also on green spaces. One
organisation is now only providing vegetarian
and vegan food at board and committee
meetings, away days etc., it being a more
sustainable food choice.

Zero carbon forms of heating

Collaboration

Many providers are piloting or trialling new
forms of heating (mainly air source heat
pumps), although we do have a couple of

There was universal agreement that the
sector will not reach net zero carbon without
significant collaboration and partnership

working, including smart collective
procurement, sharing the results of pilots
and trials, and working together to undertake
works in areas where several landlords
own homes. Positively, we heard that in the
North East, Greater Manchester and in the
London G320 group of smaller providers
collaboration is already under way, with
organisations coming together to aggregate
demand, undertake joint procurement and
give confidence to suppliers to innovate.
The hope is that by the time the private
sector has to decarbonise homes, prices
will be significantly less.

Data collection and
cost assumptions

There have been several cost assumption
exercises carried out nationally recently,
which suggest the cost of decarbonising
social housing is likely to be in the region of
£15k-25k per property, with an overall sector
envelope of £100bn. While this is useful, most
providers are nevertheless gathering their own
cost information, bespoke to them. Some have
collected detailed data already and are using
this to put estimates of spending into their
30-year plans. Others are still collating data
and taking a more phased approach. Clearly
investment in achieving decarbonisation sits
directly alongside other planned maintenance
programmes and component replacement,
and each will inform the other. In all cases,
those who can afford the full costs of
decarbonising all their homes are few and
far between; stress testing and modelling
different approaches demonstrates for most
that some form of subsidy will be required,
which could come from a range of sources
including government grants, internal subsidy
and simply the cost of technology reducing
significantly over time. Some chief executives
we spoke to told us their organisations are
comfortable with a small number of property
disposals, if this is done responsibly and the
proceeds reinvested in either new zero carbon
homes, or in retrofitting existing. Others
are much less keen on losing social rented
properties from the sector.

Funding
The recent budget restated the government’s
commitment to the £3.8bn Social Housing
Decarbonisation Fund, to be distributed over
the next five years. A couple of our panellists
had been successful in obtaining wave 1
grants which had to be applied for through
local authorities. It is hoped, and the NHF is
lobbying in this regard, that for future waves
housing associations will be able to apply in
their own right. Those who gained grants are
using them to pilot approaches in the ‘tricky’
properties in their portfolios – mainly those
with no heating at all, or which are off-gas.
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Re-imagining
retirement
housing
Chris Munday,
Senior Consultant, DTP
Chris has more than 30 years’
experience working in the care
and support housing sector working
across a broad range of client
groups. He has worked for both
national and regional providers and
has 20 years’ experience at Executive
level, most recently as the Managing
Director of Housing Operations at
Anchor Hanover.
In these roles Chris has developed
and implemented care and support
strategies, led organisational
change, undertaken business stream
and service reviews, developed
alternative operating models and
responded to efficiency agendas.
He has travelled both in Europe
and the USA exploring new ways of
working and has a particular interest
in the role technology can play
complimenting staff in the provision
of services.
He has served as Chair of the
National Housing Federation Care
and Support committee and has
sat on the board of both housing
organisations and charities including
as an appointee to a small failing
organisation. He has also been chair
of a social enterprise supporting
formerly homeless people into a
bakery business.

It’s a really exciting time to be
working in older persons’ housing
with lots beginning to happen,
particularly around technology.
But I wonder are we simply
tinkering, or are we taking the
opportunity to imagine a new
vision for retirement housing?

static staff presence and their need is much
more occasional, while others require
more than our model can currently give.
Don’t we really need a model where
staff are visible to those that need us and
invisible to those that don’t? Where tech
is an enabler, and supports staff to focus
on the right people and areas of need?

We have the opportunity to develop a
dynamic, flexible service that focuses
staff on those “people tasks” that
cannot easily be subbed by tech. Areas
like wellbeing, community building,
mutuality and partnerships, as well as
some of those complex housing tasks
that can’t be done remotely, for example,
some of the challenging ASB cases
that we face. Developing services that
both contribute to and benefit from the
wider community, in an environment
focussed upon mutual support, is the
direction we should be heading in.

It would be great to see staff having
more time to work with residents to
build mutually supportive communities,
which would alleviate the need for early
intervention by other agencies. Wouldn’t
it be better to see residents make much
more use of the already available wider
community resources rather than
replicate them within schemes? I want
schemes that are a proper part of the
wider community and that can really
benefit that community, rather than being
isolated and detracting from them.

Too often the current model, particularly
in social housing, is focussed on a static
site-based staff resource managing a range
of transactional tasks, while trying to
squeeze in support for tenants. While it
works in some areas, we know in others
it is under real pressure. There are many
who are satisfied with this approach, but
there are a growing number of those
that feel it is paternalistic. My question
would be: is it the best we can do?
It may have been fit for purpose in the
past, but does it respond to our changing
demographic or the potential of tech? We
know that our demographic is diverse.
We have people of 55 and those that are
105, those that are working, those that are
really challenged by physical or mental
health needs or both. We have people who
have the potential to bring real assets to
the community as well as those with very
challenging needs. Does our model really
tailor its response to all of these? Does it
make the most of people’s strengths as
well as supporting those with needs?
We know that many of the people who live
in our housing often don’t really require a
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It would be interesting to explore
the potential for schemes to become
cultural hubs in their community,
supporting the arts via exhibitions,
recitals etc. Could we not also explore
schemes that house people based on
mutual interest i.e., people moving in
with an interest in the arts or music?
To be able to deliver on the above we need
to make much more use of technology,
both to deal with some of the current tasks
undertaken by staff, and provide support to
residents to live much more independently
for longer in their own homes. We need to
do away with the fixation that staff must
be scheme based and create a much more
flexible model. We need to provide the
training for staff so they have the skills to
build resilience, mutuality, partnerships etc.
We also need to think imaginatively
about the cost. and welfare benefits.
We all know that things are likely to be
tough financially over the next number
of years for many older people. Any
reimagining will need to be done without
continuing to add £3 here or £2 there
– the challenge is to keep innovation
within existing financial envelopes.

The panel

Dr Mike Birkett

Kevin Bolt

Steve Coffey

Sasha Deepwell

Michael joined Regenda as
Group Chief Executive and
member of the Board in March
2014. Prior to this he spent 8
years as Chief Executive of The
Calico Group and earlier in his
career held senior roles at The
Aspire Group and Liverpool
Housing Action Trust.

Kevin has been CEO of bpha for
five years having come into the
sector via a career in FMCG
and Change Management.
He has a depth and breadth of
commercial experience gained
working at board level in the
private and public sectors.
He has delivered growth and
performance improvements
in organisations as diverse as
Appletise plc and Dairy Crest
through to the MoD and NHS
Trusts. His first experience of
the housing sector came in 2012
when he undertook a consultancy
project with bpha and has been a
passionate advocate ever since.

Steve is Chief Executive of
Torus, a diversified growth and
regeneration group and the
largest provider of affordable
homes in the North West.

Sasha joined Irwell Valley
Homes in Greater Manchester
as Chief Executive in 2017. Prior
to this she worked at a senior
level for housing associations
and commercial organisations
delivering housing and
regeneration. She is passionate
about the difference brilliant
social housing can make for
individuals and in communities.
She is a Board member of North
West Housing Services (the UK’s
largest mutual services agency
for housing co-operatives and
social enterprises) and leads
on community-led housing for
Greater Manchester Housing
Providers (GMHP). She is Chair
of a national charity, the Centre
for Women’s Justice, and leads for
GMHP on equality, diversity and
inclusion strategies.

He has also been Chairman
of Ring Stones Maintenance
and Construction Limited and
held numerous Non Executive
Director roles at a number of
organisations. Michael has a
Doctorate from the University
of Bristol and is a Fellow of the
Chartered Institute of Housing.

A passionate advocate for
high-quality affordable housing
and broad-based growth and
regeneration interventions that
support economically vibrant
communities and independent
lives, Steve is responsible for
the Group’s overall strategic
direction, performance and
development.
Before joining Torus, he led
Liverpool Mutual Homes from
stock transfer in 2008 and
spearheaded the creation of a
strong, diversified and awardwinning housing group with a
distinct social purpose during his
10 years as LMH Group Chief
Executive.
Steve has held a number of
senior executive positions within
the North West social housing
sector in a career spanning over
20 years.
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The panel

John Delahunty

Jacqueline De-Rose

Aileen Evans

Paul Fiddaman

John is Chief Executive of
Innisfree Housing Association, a
smaller landlord based in North
London.

Jacqueline has been Group
Chief Executive with Progress
Housing Group since 2003,
having worked for community
based, regional and national
social housing organisations in
her 30 years in housing.

In a career spanning more than
30 years in social housing, Aileen
has worked in a variety of roles
in both Housing Associations
and Local Authorities. In July
2017 Aileen was appointed
Group Chief Executive of Grand
Union Housing Group, having
previously been the Group’s
Director of Operations. She is a
former CIH President.

Prior to the creation of Karbon
Homes, Paul served as Group
Chief Executive of the Isos
Group. He had previously
been Deputy Chief Executive
from 1st October 2014 when
Cestria Housing became a part
of the Isos Housing Group.
Paul joined Cestria Housing
as Chief Executive in April
2011. Before Cestria, Paul was
Group Director of Finance and
Corporate Services at Fabrick
Housing Group (now part of the
Thirteen Group).

He is currently Vice-Chair
of BME National, the group
of BME housing associations
around the country, and is also an
active member of BME London,
a group of 14 landlords actively
collaborating to achieve cost
efficiencies and extend our offer
to tenants.
John was one of the contributors
to the advisory group for the
development of the NHF Code
of Governance 2020.
John has been active in promoting
Community Sponsorship of
Refugees, the Home Office
supported scheme for community
groups to organise themselves
to welcome a refugee family to
their local neighbourhood, and
sat on the Home Office National
Community Sponsorship
Stakeholder Group. He is leading
a Community Sponsorship
group in his home town of
Northampton, aiming to support
a refugee family to resettle.
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Her passion for housing is driven
by her belief that everyone has
the right to a decent place to live.
Jacqueline has a strong ethos
supporting tenant involvement
and customer service standards,
and a keen interest in staff
development. She has been
a lecturer at the University
of Salford and a leadership
team leader with the Industrial
Society.

Aileen has previously worked
with the NHS to fund solutions
to bed blocking. She is also a
founder member of SHOUT,
the campaign for Social Housing.
Aileen is a qualified coach.

Paul trained as an accountant
with Price Waterhouse and
qualified in 1990. Paul joined
Sunderland Football Club in
1992, initially as Financial
Controller, before progressing
to General Manager and Club
Secretary. His first full-time job
in housing was with Enterprise
5 in 1996, where he became
Director of Finance and
Development. He had been a
board member of a Housing
Association while at SAFC,
and had felt a real connection
with the values of the sector and
has been involved in housing
ever since.

The panel

Wayne Gales

John Ghader

Matthew Harrison

Léann Hearne

Wayne joined Weaver Vale
Housing Trust as Chief
Executive in 2017, prior to which
he held positions at various
North West community-based
housing associations during
the last 20 years, including
more than 15 years working at
Executive Director level. Wayne
has also served on a variety of
housing related regional boards
and is currently the Chair of JV
North development consortium.

John has worked in housing for
more than 30 years in a variety
of senior positions in both
housing associations and local
authorities, as well as stints at the
Audit Commission and at the
Regulator. As CEO of Pierhead
Housing Association (PHA),
John was instrumental in turning
around the housing association’s
fortunes and its governance
rating from a G3 to G1.

Matthew joined Great Places in
1993 and led the organisation
through award winning
development before being
appointed Chief Executive
in April 2013. He has vast
experience in development and
urban regeneration and has led
on many iconic developments
that have supported the growth
of the business. He has also been
involved with a Local Strategic
Partnership, has been a PFI
company board member and
has supported the NHF in a
variety of ways. He is currently
a board member of the Sheffield
Housing Company and is a
non-executive board member of
another housing provider.

Léann Hearne was appointed as
Group Chief Executive of First
Ark Group (now Livv Housing
Group) in October 2018.

An advocate of community
based service delivery models
and of strategic partnerships,
John’s focus has been to work
collaboratively with other smaller
housing associations to increase
‘capacity and clout’ at both a
local and regional level. It is
this focus which led to Leasowe
Community Homes merging
with PHA to form Prima Group,
with John becoming Group CEO
in April 2017.
John has also served as a NED on
a number of housing association
boards and currently serves on
NHF’s National Smaller Housing
Association Board, is a Fellow of
the CIH and has an MBA from
the University of Bradford.

Léann began her career in sales
and marketing in the engineering
and construction sectors and
became Managing Director of
an international manufacturing
business in 2000. Whilst there she
took up a non-executive position
in a housing association, with
roles of chair of audit committee,
chair of governance committee,
board chair and group vice-chair.
This led to a move to the sector,
most recently for The Riverside
Group as the Executive Lead
for the £100m turnover Care
and Support business, followed
by the Executive Director of
Transformation and Shares
Services with responsibility for
collapsing the group structure
and implementing a target
operating model.
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The panel

John Johnston

Charlie Norman

Cath Purdy

Sue Sutton

John joined Cheviot Housing
Association, one of Bernicia’s
original subsidiaries in 1988
and was appointed Deputy
Chief Executive of the Bernicia
Group in 2008. John directed
all operational services,
successfully delivering significant
improvements across a wide
range of Directorates and has
worked successfully on stock
transfer, merger and major
regeneration initiatives. John
was appointed as Chief
Executive in 2017.

Charlie has worked in the social
housing sector for over 30 years,
across the North West and in
Vancouver, Canada, with a
background in community and cooperative housing development,
neighbourhood management,
supported housing and
regeneration. She is honoured to
be CEO of Mosscare St Vincent’s
and committed to helping create
more homes people can afford,
along with more opportunities and
life chances for all.

Cath joined South Lakes
Housing in July 2015, having
previously been Chief Executive
of Housing Hartlepool and
Group Chief Executive of
Vela Housing Group, before
becoming Deputy Group Chief
Executive of Thirteen Group in
the Tees Valley.

Sue has worked in the housing
sector for more than 20 years
across the North West, with
a background in community
development, neighbourhood
management, customer service
and building safety.

John has served on local
strategic partnership and
development trust boards
and is a passionate advocate
for the North East of England.
John currently chairs both
the Northumberland and
North of Tyne Chamber of
Commerce Committees and
also chairs the Ashington
Town Investment Board.
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Charlie is a volunteer in her
local area, Vice Chair of the
Manchester Housing Providers
Partnership, a trustee of Mustard
Tree, trustee of the Housing
Associations Charitable Trust and
a board member of the Northern
Housing Consortium. Working
with a wide range of partners and
leading on health and housing
for the Greater Manchester
Housing Providers network, she
is a committed campaigner for
better health and wellbeing, a
decent home for all (including
independent living schemes for
people who need extra support),
better life chances for young
people and tackling inequalities.
Charlie is also a firm believer in
building a great work environment
where people can flourish.

Having spent 30 years as a
housing professional, 18 of which
have been at senior executive
level, Cath is passionate about
social housing and how the sector
contributes to economic and
social wellbeing. She has been
very active in the sector, currently
serving as board director of the
National Housing Federation
and HouseMark and previously
serving on the CIH Council and
Northern Housing Consortium
Board.
She has a BA (Hons) degree
in Social Policy, a Diploma in
Housing Policy and a Masters in
Business Administration. She is
a fellow of the CIH and in 2011
was awarded an OBE, for her
work in housing in the Queen’s
Birthday honours.

Proud to lead Salix Homes,
where she has worked since 2008,
Sue is committed to increasing
the supply of good quality
affordable homes and working
with partners across Greater
Manchester to promote and
create opportunities that address
inequalities for local people.
Sue is currently leading Salix
Homes on the next leg of
its journey and committed
to further developing the
organisation’s family friendly,
flexible, fit for the future working
environment while maintaining
its DNA – customers at the heart
of everything it does.

The panel

Gail Teasdale

Heather Thomas

Lorraine Usher

Rob Wakefield

Gail is Chief Executive at
Broadacres, having joined in
January 2018. She was formerly
Executive Director – Finance
and Corporate Services at
Accent. Gail is a qualified
chartered accountant who
worked extensively in the private
sector before joining the housing
world.

Heather joined Sapphire
Independent Housing in 2016
as Chief Executive. Sapphire is a
smaller registered provider based
in North West London providing
supported housing and general
needs housing with a focus in
single people.

Lorraine Usher has worked in
the social housing sector for 25
years in North West England
and more recently South West
Scotland. With a background
in housing management,
community investment and
supported housing, Lorraine is
Chief Executive at Loreburn in
South West Scotland. Lorraine
is proud to have helped
guide the organisation from
Scottish Housing Regulatory
intervention, before her
appointment, to its current
position as a respected, creative,
innovative housing provider.

Rob is the Chief Executive
at Community Gateway
Association, taking up the
position in 2017 following
six years as their Director of
Resources. Rob is a qualified
accountant and has experience
of a variety of board positions
at Housing Associations
and education bodies; and
is currently on the board of
Arawak Walton, the largest,
independent, black and
minority ethnic housing
association operating in the
North West.

Gail joined Broadacres when
it was G3/V2. Broadacres has
been on a transformation and is
now G1/V1. As an organisation
it is geographically focussed on
North Yorkshire seeing itself as a
leading rural housing association.
It is actively developing in
the towns and national parks
of North Yorkshire, whilst at
the same time focussing on
affordable warmth as this is
the key issue mentioned by
customers.

She also recently took over
as Chair of Croydon Churches
Housing Association in
South London.
Heather has 20 years’ experience
of working at a senior level with
different registered providers.
With experience of managing
diverse housing tenures; she
brings considerable experience
and knowledge of the housing
association sector.
She is a corporate member
of the Chartered Institute of
Housing and has a Masters in
Organisational Behaviour.
She is also a guest lecturer
to housing students at South
Bank University

Lorraine is Chair of the
HouseMark Scotland Advisory
Board, works with a range
of partners to increase
opportunities, skills and
training as part of the LEP
Improvement Partnership
in South West Scotland and
is a volunteer with a charity
providing meals for isolated
older people.
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thank you to everyone who contributed to this edition
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